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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0–5 stars for each of four qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

No abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven stars

overall.

The baby boomer market
L. J. Coleman, M. Hladikova and M. Savelyeva

SYNOPSIS. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing

(UK), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 191 (19pp)

Baby boomers, grey
market

Reviews recent research and comment on the generation born in the post-

war decade (baby boomers), with particular reference to the USA but also

Europe and Japan. Contends that this generation has, throughout its life,

behaved differently from its predecessors, and will continue to do so as it

reaches normal retirement age. Expects it not to be a burden on but a

contributor to the economy: notes the trend for increasing numbers of men

to continue working after 65. Notes that marketing has been traditionally

addressed to the young by the young: the people who create ads are

increasingly unlike the people who buy advertised goods. Asserts that this

needs to change, as does the stereotyping of the over-50s as people with

fewer needs and an unwillingness to try new products. Considers the

attitudes of different employers towards retaining older employees. Looks

at the response to this challenge of marketers, retailers, the auto industry,

financial services. Discusses website design, which should work equally

well for all ages, and brand loyalty. Emphasises that much is still in debate:

will this generation continue working in large numbers; will it block the

advancement of younger workers— or will there be huge labour shortages

as its members retire en masse? Considers the corresponding situation in

Europe and Japan. Discusses how best to address older prospects.

Concludes with recommendations for further research.

Brings together quite neatly the essence of recent writing on the ‘grey’

market. A bit long-winded and repetitive.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8201

Making the transition to retirement: Appraisals, post-transition
lifestyle, and changes in consumption patterns
C. D. Hopkins, C. A. Roster and C. M. Wood

SURVEY. Journal of Consumer Marketing (UK), Vol. 23, No. 2, p. 87

(13pp)
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Retirement,
consumption
patterns,
segmentation, baby
boomers

Notes that in the USA the post-war generation of baby boomers (76

million people born between 1946 and 1964) is now nearing retirement;

this generation has at every stage confounded previous expectations of

demographic behaviour. Sets out to understand what retirement will mean

to this generation. Describes research done with 298 recent retirees.

Suggests that there are four different perceptions of retirement: an

opportunity to make a new start; a continuation of pre-retirement

lifestyle; an unwelcome disruption; a transition to old age. Believes that

those whose attitudes fall into the first two categories will view retirement

positively, and the latter two negatively. Believes that an individual’s

perception, together with funds available, will determine how time is

spent and what products are consumed. Categorises products as ‘active’

or ‘passive’; suggests that the former are more appropriate for the first

two groups of retirees and the latter for the other two. Emphasises the

need for segmentation strategies in dealing with the generational group,

who will be sharing a common life experience but with different attitudes

towards it.

The prescription has much to recommend it, but the authors do not tell us

just how to segment a list of 60-somethings according to their attitudes to

retirement, interesting as it would be to do so.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8202

Internet users face congestion charge
D. Smith

NEWS ITEM. The Observer (UK), News Section, 2 June 2006, p. 14 (1p)

Internet, ISPs Notes that US telecom companies (especially AT&T) are lobbying

Congress to allow the development of ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ lanes on the

internet, with charging for the former, to combat growing congestion.

Predicts battle in Senate, with internet content providers opposing this

move. Predicts that if the USA goes down this route, BT and other ISPs in

the UK would be likely to follow suit.

A disturbing straw in the wind.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality: —— Readability:***
Ref: 8203

Customer segments based on customer account profitability
O. Helgesen

THEORETICAL, WITH EXAMPLE. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and

Analysis for Marketing (UK), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 225 (13pp)

Segmentation,
profitability, Norway

Claims that most traditional approaches to market segmentation ‘are

based on non-economic customer characteristics’, while the textbooks do

not discuss customer profitability accounting in depth. Suggests there are

two kinds of alternative approach to segmentation: first, one-dimensional

approaches, which divide customers into, say, four segments (platinum,
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gold, iron and lead, following Rust et al.) based on absolute or relative

profitability figures; second, two-dimensional (or matrix) approaches,

using the Boston box, where the vertical axis represents net price, or

volume or customer profitability, and the horizontal axis cost-to-serve, or

contribution as a percentage of sales or loyalty. Discusses methodology

for production of customer accounts; gives detailed example from

Norwegian fish-exporting industry, indicating, for a sample of 176

accounts, the spread between profitable and unprofitable customers on an

individual and a cumulative basis (86 having positive results and 90

negative). Gives examples of how, using these accounts, customers could

be segmented using either a one- or a two-dimensional approach.

Advocates the use of regular reporting of this kind — eg in company

reports.

The principles advocated are sound, but much caution is required:

whether a customer is regarded as ‘profitable’ or ‘unprofitable’depends

on whether the costs attributed to him/her are average costs or marginal

costs. This distinction underlies a great deal of the nonsense talked

elsewhere about shedding ‘unprofitable’ customers.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8204

How pricing can drive branding and profitability
N. Wreden

DIDACTIC. Admap (UK), April 2006, p. 52 (3pp)

Pricing,
segmentation, CLV,
profitability

Notes that pricing is the most difficult of all branding decisions, and

affects image, marketing, finance, sales channels, perceived value,

competitive advantage and distribution. Lists a number of common

pricing mistakes: cost-plus pricing (usually too low through missing

process costs); pricing by market position; competitive pricing; pricing

through internal compromise between sales (low price), finance (high

price) and marketing (competitive price); pricing as a sales tool.

Advocates pricing based on customer value. Lists three batches of

questions to ask customers concerning what factors are important in your

product and how your performance matches up: pricing should then

reflect customers’ answers to these questions. Advocates segmentation

according to customer profitability and the calculation of customer

lifetime value; superior service should be given to the most profitable

customers, and customer acquisition should aim to replicate them.

The discussion of pricing is sensible and valuable; sadly the last third on

segmentation and profitability is superficial to the point of being

misleading.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:**
Ref: 8205
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Offering low price guarantees to improve customer retention
B. McWilliams and E. Gerstner

THEORETICAL. Journal of Retailing (UK), Vol. 82, No. 2, p. 105 (9pp)

Pricing Indicates that most large US stores (87 per cent of a sample) offer a full

money-back guarantee (MBG) to dissatisfied customers (with 13 per cent

of the sample offering a partial MBG). Shows that additionally many

stores (47 per cent in the sample) offer a low price guarantee (LPG) under

which they offer a refund of the difference if a customer finds the product

at a lower verifiable price within a given time period after purchase.

Explores the question of why a store should offer an LPG in addition to

an MBG, when the latter would already cover customer dissatisfaction

with price. Notes that exercising an MBG involves costs for both

customer and store: the customer must return the goods and repurchase

elsewhere; the store must recover and reconstitute the goods and lose a

sale. By exercising an LPG, both parties minimise costs. Notes that this is

an answer to some parties who have argued that LPGs are anti-

competitive, since firms have no incentive to undercut their rivals’ prices

if those rivals operate an LPG, and should be made illegal.

An interesting excursion into pricing strategy. But do avoid the hideous

and unnecessary mathematical gobbledygook forming too large a part of

this article: the logic of the argument is quite sufficient without it.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:*** Readability:**
Ref: 8206

Target promotions: How to measure and improve promotional
effectiveness through individual customer information
C. Ziliani

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 249 (11pp)

FMCG, promotions,
customers, Italy

Notes the increase in recent years in promotional investment by FMCG

manufacturers in both the USA and Italy. Claims that this increased

expenditure does not always produce results, and that there are overall

diminishing returns. Notes that the growing loyalty/retention culture

affects promotional strategies, which grow in complexity. Sets out to

discuss the complexity involved in measuring promotional effectiveness

and the defects of current measurement methodologies; to propose a

customer-focused approach to measurement rather than a product-focused

one; to consider the implications of this approach for retailers, suppliers

and vertical relationships. Outlines cooperation with market research

agencies and Italian retailers. Notes that a promotion may have a variety

of different goals, both short and long term, related to sales, customers

and the trade. Notes that short-term sales uplift in the promoted product is

easiest to measure — but ignores long-term trends, impacts on other

products etc. Advocates tracking the effect of promotions more broadly

through customer shopping baskets. Notes that few, if any, retailers (apart

from Tesco) actually use loyalty-scheme-derived data for any but the most

mundane purposes.
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A sound introduction to the near-insoluble problem of how to isolate the

effects of one action in relation to one product on a wide range of other

products in a situation where multiple other variables are not under control.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:**
Ref: 8207

The marketing resource management market
C. Bryan

OVERVIEW. Journal of Database Marketing & Customer Strategy

Management (UK), Vol. 13, No. 2, p. 126 (8pp)

MRM, CRM Indicates that, while marketing resource management (MRM) is a sub-

segment of CRM, there is a lack of agreement among vendors on where

the line between them is drawn. Reckons that in 2004 marketing absorbed

about 15 per cent of the CRM market and was the fastest growth sector,

with over 31 per cent growth among the top ten vendors; suggests growth

of MRM is going to be explosive. Notes that there are some 25 vendors of

MRM; places the major players in a ‘magic quadrant’ of challengers,

leaders, niche players and visionaries. Offers a degree of detail about the

offerings of a number of these players: Aprimo (the only ‘leader’),

Oracle, SAP and Siebel (challengers), PeopleSoft, Marketing Pilot and

Nvigorate (niche players) and Unica, Assetlink, BrandWizard, Citat,

Elateral and Veridiem (visionaries). Claims that firms deploying MRM

have a predicted competitive advantage; this has brought the area to the

attention of other companies with a background in CRM, such as

Chordiant and SAS, which may now enter this segment also.

A useful run-down on the marketplace for yet another acronym-ridden

collection of software.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8208

Enterprise approach to MRM
R. Mair

CASE STUDY. Journal of Database Marketing & Customer Strategy

Management (UK), Vol. 13, No. 2, p. 116 (6pp)

MRM, CRM,
tendering

An account of the involvement of Scottish Enterprise (a public sector

organisation concerned with economic development) with marketing

resource management (MRM) systems. Indicates the enterprise

completed a ‘business transformation’ review in 2001, and in

consequence installed a CRM system from Peoplesoft and a central

database of digital assets (DAM). Then resolved in 2003 to install an

MRM system; obtained three indicative quotes and published an

invitation to tender in the Official Journal of the European Union, making

clear the intention to weight price versus quality in the ratio 30:70.

Indicates that the process generated interest from 30 companies, which

were sent a pre-qualifying questionnaire, from which 12 emerged still in
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the hunt and received the full tender document. On evaluation this was

narrowed down to a shortlist of three which could meet 90 per cent of

requirements. After visits to suppliers and reference sites, Assetlink was

invited in 2005 to install a pilot programme, which ran successfully.

Relates that quotes for three-year operation of the system ranged from

£68,000 to £600,000. Gives website (www.Scottish-enterprise.com/mrm)

for details of scoring and price comparisons (anonymous). Full

implementation started in October 2005 and was due to finish in June

2006. Claims operational benefits and cost savings already evident.

An excellent description of a classic tendering process, which may sound

drawn-out and bureaucratic, but which too many companies short-circuit

to their loss.

Research: —— Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8209

Mapping the re-engagement of CRM with relationship marketing
D. Mitussis, L .O’Malley and M. Patterson

THEORETICAL. European Journal of Marketing (UK), Vol. 40, Nos 5/6,

p. 572 (18pp)

CRM, RM, B2B, B2C Recognises that CRM derives from the practice of relationship marketing

(RM) as developed in B2B marketing in the late 1970s, and has now

come to focus almost exclusively on managing B2C relationships with the

end customer in a mass-marketing context. Reviews the rationale behind

RM. Outlines the nature of CRM, and critiques its partial appropriation of

the ideology and concepts of RM. In particular, criticises CRM for

attempting to manage supposed relationship outcomes rather than the

processes which are the proper concern of RM. Notes the failure of CRM

to see that consumers are not uni-dimensional figures but parts of

complex dynamic systems. Contends that marketers should re-engage

with the ideals of RM, including the concentration on the processes of

engagement in relationships rather than on relationships as instruments

for achieving outcomes. But acknowledges that many consumers do not

want relationships with particular firms, and that many firms do not have

the expertise to enact RM programmes.

There has been much criticism in the literature of the practical failings of

CRM. This, by contrast, is a powerful theoretical assault on the

underlying principles (or lack thereof) of CRM. Not that it is without its

practical implications as well. Not an easy read, but well worth the effort.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:*** Readability:**
Ref: 8210

From CRM to FRM: Applying CRM in the football industry
G. Adamson, W. Jones and A. Tapp

THEORETICAL, WITH CASE STUDY. Journal of Database Marketing &

Customer Strategy Management (UK), Vol .13, No. 2, p. 157 (17pp)
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CRM, RM, FRM,
football

Describes CRM as an ‘ill-defined, misunderstood and unproven concept’.

Notes the gulf between relationship marketing principles and philosophy

and its practice simply as a strategic option to be tested. Notes the wide

failure of CRM implementation, due to lack of clarity about aims:

accuses companies of ‘talking the talk’ of CRM while ‘walking the walk’

of transaction marketing. Builds a conceptual model of CRM in the

football industry, segmenting fans according to levels of commitment.

Describes a questionnaire to all 92 English league football clubs, returned

by 25 clubs. Notes that use of CRM in clubs was ‘patchy’, and that

attempts at relationship building with fans was very rare. Describes an

actual case study, anonymised, of a club in the Champions League which

decided in 2004 to install a state-of-the-art integrated CRM system; there

was no investment appraisal and no expectation of ROI. The project was

technology-led, and based on the functionality of the system rather than

the needs of the business. There was no consultation with supporters in

order to understand their needs. Notes the creation of a fan relationship

management model as a template for CRM implementation within clubs.

Despite the (understandable) anonymity this case study is a remarkably

frank, and chilling, account of how not to approach CRM — many aspects

of which can be seen duplicated across wide swathes of business.

Research:*** Practice:****Originality:** Readability:****
Ref: 8211

Evaluating the interrelation of a retailer’s relationship efforts and
consumers’ attitudes and behaviour
Chiung-Ju Liang and Weng-Hung Wang

THEORETICALWITH EXAMPLE. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and

Analysis for Marketing (UK), Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 156 (17pp)

Relationship
marketing, trust,
commitment, loyalty,
Taiwan

Sets out to summarise existing evidence about the link between

relationship efforts and outcomes at individual consumer level; to offer a

conceptual model; to report an empirical study; and to suggest a research

agenda. Gives diagram of a conceptual model in which financial bonding,

social bonding and structural bonding tactics contribute to trust, which

feeds into commitment and in turn into loyalty. Describes each of these

three types of tactics in turn, followed by a definition of trust (giving rise

to three hypotheses), commitment (one hypothesis) and behavioural

loyalty (one hypothesis). Describes a study with the largest information

education services organisation in Taiwan, involving 933 persons who

had participated in at least one course with the company. Finds that the

greatest effects on trust come from social bonding tactics; that structural

bonding is also effective, but not financial bonding; that trust contributes

to commitment, and commitment to behavioural loyalty. Uses results to

attribute numerical values to earlier conceptual model. Discusses

managerial implications, and suggests lines of further research.

Nothing counterintuitive here, but an interesting attempt to quantify a

number of abstract concepts.
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Research:*** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:**
Ref: 8212

Why consumers are not using internet banking: A qualitative study
P. Gerrard, J. B. Cunningham and J. F. Devlin

SURVEY. Journal of Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 20, No. 3, p. 160 (9pp)

Internet, banking,
Singapore

Describes a survey of 127 Singapore banking customers who do not use

internet banking. Explains that the survey sample is not a true random

sample, due to impossibility of acquiring a list of the universe of non-

internet-banking users among banking customers. Notes the normal

adoption pattern for new goods/services in the form of an S-shaped curve,

and the gradual take-up of internet banking in Singapore since 1997

(some 30 per cent of over-15 population by end 2002). But notes a

continuing large number of non-users. Considers three models of

technology diffusion (TAM, TRI and Rogers’s diffusion model). Notes

high level of computer ownership (75 per cent) and skills (80 per cent)

among the survey’s respondents. Describes the questionnaire filled in by

them; lists eight reasons given for non-use of internet banking: risk (33

per cent); no perceived need (24 per cent); lack of knowledge about the

service (14 per cent); inertia (10 per cent); lack of access (8 per cent);

absence of human touch (6 per cent); cost (for those lacking a computer)

(2 per cent); IT fatigue (1 per cent). Discusses each reason; looks at

findings in relation to the three diffusion models given above. Discusses

implications and possible actions for banking management.

Moderately interesting: nothing surprising.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8213

An analysis of website evolution in the pensions sector
K. Waite and T. Harrison

SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 2,

p. 107 (12pp)

Financial services,
pensions

Notes that most studies of financial services provision via the internet

have concentrated on retail banking. Sets out to look at the evolution of

pension provider websites. Notes that the Sandler Review in 2002

advocated end-to-end electronic processing of (pension) transactions as

the norm — particularly in the context of the government’s stakeholder

pension scheme. Notes the need to determine how to handle the problems

of disintermediation, instancing the case of the travel industry.

Differentiates between the successive evolutionary stages of a

multinational company’s website (product information, market research,

customer support, internal support, transactions) and an internet start-up

(transactions, customer support, product information, market research).

Delineates four phases of online involvement: offline only; mono-

directional communications; bi-directional communications; transactions.

Describes research conducted by examining 30 webpages from 1996 to
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2003 from the five largest UK insurers, accounting for 39 per cent of the

market. Indicates that early sites made little use of interaction, but that by

2003 development had taken place. Finds concentration on new business,

and disinclination to disturb relations with IFAs by encouraging direct

communications with existing policyholders. Notes that website

development has been driven by organisational rather than market needs.

The problems discussed must be common to all product or service

providers working with an established supply chain and subject to

competition from pure-play internet start-ups.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8214

The art of service recovery
M. A. Hocutt, M. R. Bowers and D. T. Donavan

EXPERIMENTAL. Journal of Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 20, No. 3, p.

199 (9pp)

Customer service,
service recovery,
service paradox

Sets out to explore the reality, or otherwise of the ‘service paradox’ — the

concept that customer satisfaction with a company, and propensity to

indulge in good word of mouth, may be better after a service failure

followed by well-managed recovery than if no failure had taken place.

Describes nature of experiment involving 221 students in a hypothetical

situation in a restaurant. Concludes from this study that customer

responses to service recovery efforts are influenced by their perceptions

of fairness — specifically employee responsiveness; employee empathy/

courtesy; redress. When all three factors are perceived to be present,

satisfaction is higher than if no service failure had occurred. Where in

particular empathy/courtesy is low, satisfaction and WOM suffer. Where

the customer does not complain — and therefore no service recovery is

undertaken — satisfaction is as low as if a service recovery had been

mishandled, and tendency to bad WOM increases.

Verifies a number of common-sense understandings about the importance

of good service recovery. The problem of how to recognise and deal with

the non-complainer remains, however, the most intractable part of the

equation.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref; 8215

Integrating exhibit marketing into integrated marketing
communications
D. A. Pitta, M. Weisgal and P Lynagh

DISCURSIVE. Journal of Consumer Marketing (UK), Vol. 23, No. 3, p. 156

(11pp)

Marketing,
exhibitions, trade
shows, IMC

Notes the ways in which it has become harder for advertisers to reach

consumers — instancing the use of zapping and zipping, the growth of

telephone do-not-call lists, the expansion of TV channels and so on.
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Claims that exhibition marketing is a much-neglected form of marketing

which can reduce the cost of sales by up to 75 per cent. Complains that

exhibition marketing is little taught in business schools, and can be

equally effective for B2B and B2C marketers. Deplores the failure of

many organisations to plan their exhibition marketing properly, or to

follow up leads gained at exhibitions. Notes that up to 70 per cent of trade

show attendees intend to make at least one purchase. Contends that proper

preparation should include a clear statement of objectives, a concentration

on quality rather than quantity in trying to attract attendees to the event

and the stand, an ability to discriminate between casual observers and

seriously interested parties and training for all staff attending the event.

Holds that formal record keeping is a must, as is follow-up of all contacts

made.

Despite the title, this article has little to do with integrated marketing

communications. But what it has to say about its real subject — exhibition

marketing — is sound enough, albeit long-winded.

Research: —— Practice:*** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8216

Assessing the relationships between e-tail success and product and
website factors
D. Weathers and I. Makienko

RESEARCH. Journal of Interactive Marketing (USA), Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 41

(14pp)

E-tailing, success/
failure

Describes a collection of data on 631 US e-tailers operating in 2000;

notes that in 2004 115 of them (18 per cent) were no longer e-tailing, and

classifies these as ‘failures’ and the other 516 (82 per cent) as ‘successes’.

Notes the distinction between ‘experience’ goods (which can only be

evaluated by a shopper in use) and ‘search’ goods (which can be

evaluated from second-hand information). Notes the extent to which each

e-tailer offers ‘experience’ goods. Finds that success was negatively

related to reliance on experience goods, regardless of the national

standing of the e-tailer; that national standing did correlate with success;

that the number of different ordering methods on offer was a positive

factor; that the number of categories of goods sold was a success factor

— moderated by the presence of shopper efficiency features such as

search engines and shopping carts. Notes that between 2000 and 2004

successful e-tailers increased their number of ordering methods, payment

methods and shopper efficiency devices, but reduced the extent of live

customer contact features (especially 24/7 availability). Suggests that

technological developments may greatly ease the problem for e-tailers of

selling experience goods.

Some interesting, if rarely unexpected, findings couched in rather

pompous academese.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:**
Ref. 8217
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Eager sellers stony buyers
J. T. Gourville

EXPLORATORY. Harvard Business Review (USA), June 2006, p. 99 (9pp)

Innovations, success/
failure

Discusses the reasons why some product innovations fall seriously short

of expectations or fail altogether. Gives instances: Webvan’s online

grocery business; Segway scooters; TiVo’s digital video recorder (DVR).

Notes that most innovations require changes in customer behaviour, often

involving costs — transaction costs, learning costs, obsolescence costs:

accepts that most innovators allow for these, but holds they do not allow

for psychological costs. Claims that most innovations involve customer

trade-offs — gains against losses — and that customers overvalue the

benefits they now have (by a factor of three), whereas innovators

overvalue the benefits of their innovations (also by a factor of three),

leading to a disastrous mismatch. Gives instances, from psychological

experiments, of loss aversion and status quo bias. Suggests evaluating an

innovation according to high/low product change and high/low

behavioural change. High behaviour change and low product change

suggests failure; high product and behaviour change is a long haul; low

product and behaviour change is an easy sell; high product and low

behaviour change is a smash hit. Ends with some suggestions on

minimising customer resistance.

Certainly not a total explanation of innovatory failures, but an interesting

look at a significant contributory factor.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:*** Readability:***
Ref: 8218

Smarter offshoring
D. Farrell

SURVEY. Harvard Business Review (USA), June 2006, p. 84 (9pp)

Offshoring, India Notes that the most popular offshore sites for service functions are

overheating — especially in the main Indian cities. Emphasises the

difficulties in recruitment, escalating wages, accelerating staff turnover,

unreliable infrastructure. Claims that 90 per cent of young professionals

suitable for offshore work live outside current hot-spot cities, and 72 per

cent outside India; gives instances. Notes that setting up an offshore

operation is expensive, leading to reluctance to move when conditions

deteriorate; emphasises need to make good initial decision on location,

whether operating independently or through an offshoring vendor.

Suggests looking at a number of other countries — such as Dubai, China,

Russia — or other Indian cities outside existing hot spots. Lists a series of

criteria for objective evaluation of alternative locations. Lists a series of

factors in making a choice: costs; skill availability; environment; market

potential; risk profile; infrastructure. Considers likely supply and demand

figures for various categories of employees in 28 low-wage countries by

2008, showing that supply far outstrips demand in most categories.

A company that has decided to offshore particular functions — either by
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setting up its own offshore operation or by using an offshore vendor —

would do well to read this article. The arguments for — and against —

offshoring in the first place are another matter altogether.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8219

Manage customer-centric innovation — Systematically
L. Selden and I.C. MacMillan

ADVISORY, WITH EXAMPLES. Harvard Business Review (USA), April 2006,

p. 108 (9pp)

Customer centricity,
Tumi, luggage

Introduces the concept of customer-centric innovation (CCI) — an R&D

process which involves customers in product extension and innovation.

Describes the process through the experience of Tumi, a global marketer

of luggage and accessories which has operated this process since 1985.

Divides the process into a number of phases: Phase 1, establish and

develop one’s core customers — in Tumi’s case frequent male business air

travellers — and use customer-facing employees, from the CEO

downwards, to identify the needs of these core customers and contribute

solutions; Phase 2a, extend the capabilities of the product to meet other

needs of these core customers beyond business travel; Phase 2b, extend

core customer base into adjacent segments — eg female business air

travellers (now 20 per cent of Tumi’s business); Phase 3a, stretch the

capabilities of the company’s offering to include accessories; Phase 3b,

stretch customer base to include segments unrelated to original core. Lists

six negative ways to kill innovation. Insists on need for customer

centricity, including measurement of customer profitability and return on

invested capital (ROIC).

A clear and interesting example of how to carry principles into practice.

Research:** Practice:****Originality:* Readability:****
Ref: 8220

Bridging the academic/practitioner divide in marketing: An
undergraduate course in data mining
A. D’A. Stanton

EDUCATIONAL. Marketing Intelligence & Planning (UK), Vol. 24, No. 3,

p. 233 (12pp)

Education,
academics,
practitioners, US

Notes the existence of a gap between academic teaching on marketing

courses in (US) universities and the expressed needs of business

employers. Claims that the practice of marketing is now inseparable from

the use of technology to manage information. Notes the attempts of

academia to find answers to practitioner criticism — including the

development of new courses within an existing curriculum to amalgamate

knowledge and skills. Discusses the development of one such course in

data mining, positioned at the meeting point of marketing, IT and

analytics. Describes the content of the course as relationship marketing/
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CRM, IT and analytics; however, these subjects are taught holistically,

and not as separate from one another. Thus relationship marketing, which

is the cornerstone of the course, involves database marketing, loyalty,

segmentation, campaign management; IT involves information systems

architecture, data warehousing, database design, privacy, SQL, SPSS;

analytics covers RFM segmentation, cluster analysis, linear and logistic

regression, decision trees, modelling. In each area students are presented

with subject knowledge, theoretical concepts and exercises in applying

these concepts in real-life situations. Discusses problem of finding an

appropriate text for such a course, and difficulties in teaching it.

A serious and sensible-sounding attempt to grapple with a real problem

which the growth of marketing knowledge and techniques makes daily

more intractable.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8221

Mind the gap: The relevance of marketing education to marketing
practice
L. Stringfellow, S. Ennis, R. Brennan and M. J. Harker

EDUCATIONAL.Marketing Intelligence & Planning (UK), Vol. 24, No. 3,

p. 245 (12pp)

Education, marketing
courses, UK

Considers the present state of undergraduate marketing education in the

UK, and its success in producing competent marketing professionals.

Notes a difference in emphasis between employers, who have a relatively

narrow view of aptitudes required (such as numeracy, literacy,

punctuality), and academics, who aspire to provide an education for life

rather than merely for work. Notes that if education is too close to

marketing practice it can lose independence and objectivity; students

become mere trainees. But if it is too distant it becomes irrelevant, and

students learn nothing of value to their future careers. Describes series of

interviews with practitioners from 15 companies in the Glasgow area.

Notes agreement that students had a reasonable understanding of core

knowledge-based marketing, but criticism of basic literacy, lack of

negotiation skills and absence of any financial awareness. Gives table of

marketing course modules at 28 UK universities. Divides these into four

groups: a core group (strategic marketing, marketing principles,

communications, research) common to most courses; standard offerings

(consumer behaviour, international marketing, product marketing,

branding, retailing, services marketing, B2B); peripheral modules

(including direct marketing); specialist modules (eg fashion marketing).

Notes that few practitioners have heard of any of the standard academic

marketing journals or would expect to find anything of value in them.

Suspects that much teaching is dictated by the experience, interests and

availability of the teachers rather than by a rational programme.

Any manager looking to employ new marketing graduates should read
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this. The position of direct marketing as a ‘peripheral’ subject indicates

how far academia lags behind today’s marketing practice.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8222

The effect of business advisers on the performance of SMEs
A. J. Berry, R. Sweeting and Jitsu Goto

SURVEY. Journal of Small Business and Enterprise Development (UK),

Vol. 13, No. 1, p. 33 (15pp)

SMEs, advisers,
academics

Notes a considerable rise in the use by firms of external advice, which

may come from professional specialists, professional generalists, market

contacts, business associates or government agencies. Describes a survey

of 140 SMEs in Manchester. Reports that SMEs that were high users of

business advice were also growing most quickly. Most of the advice they

sought was from external accountants (comprising both business advice

and emergency advice as well as financial management support and

statutory advice) and network contacts. Finds that the growth of the

business was directly related to the usage of advice from these sources.

Notes that very little advice was solicited from universities, with almost

70 per cent of those surveyed never using this source. Indeed, shows a

negative correlation in the sample between growth rate and use of

academic advice.

Not good news for the government’s attempts to bring academia and

business closer together, particularly in the context of SMEs — but not,

perhaps, surprising.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 8223

Measurable marketing: A review of developments in marketing’s
measurability
A. Greenyer

REVIEW. Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing (UK), Vol. 21, No.

4, p. 239 (4pp)

Metrics, database
analysis

Reviews changes in recent years that have made marketing and CRM

more affordable and measurable. Notes that database analysis used to be

considered competitive with market research, but the two are now

correctly seen as complementary: database analysis answers questions of

who, what, when and how often; market research asks why. Claims that a

past focus on shareholder demands has led to a concentration on the most

profitable customers, but that there is now a recognition of the need to

maintain a critical mass in the customer base. Notes the growing scarcity

of cold lists, with particular reference to a 29 per cent opt-out in the

electoral register. Quotes research that 51 per cent of marketing budget in

2005 will go into retention marketing and 49 per cent into prospecting.

Acclaims the increasing use of piggy-back marketing with bills,
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statements, etc. Advocates the use of company reports for distributing

marketing messages — bearing in mind the huge increase in recent years

in the number of shareholders in a company who are also among its

customers. Notes the development of ETL (extract, transform and load)

software to make the extraction of data from legacy systems easier.

Advocates caution in channel integration, which is difficult to achieve,

and suggests installing CRM in incremental parts, of which each should

have measurable profitable results.

A useful survey of where the current consensus is at. But it might appear

that CRM by numbers is a flat denial of everything relationship marketing

is supposedly about, being concerned with short-term profit rather than a

long-term vision of customer centricity as the starting point for 21st-

century marketing.

Research:** Practice:* Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 8224
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